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Combine the traditional and the
modern with vertical slider windows

Manufactured to the highest standards, our windows never warp, bend or degrade – so they last and last. 

Looking out has 
never looked so good
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“Attractive, 
durable and
weather-resistant
windows that
complement the 
rest of your home.”

New windows can really enhance the look of your home,
both from the inside and out. And we offer a wide range of
styles, to suit both traditional and new-build properties.

Opt for traditional white frames, or a 
natural woodgrain effect in golden oak,
rosewood or mahogany. Then decide if
you’d like Georgian, stained, diamond lead
or bevelled glass. 

What about the style of window? Vertical
sliding windows are a really popular choice.
These combine the traditional look of sash

windows, with modern features that make
them very easy to clean, and extremely
long lasting.

Whatever style you go for, you’ll find our
windows aren’t just pleasing on the eye,
they’re practical too, requiring minimal
maintenance and their good looks will last
well into the future. 



The new Sac shootbolt system
- security you can rely on.

However important windows are to the
style of your house, the security they
offer is even more important. And the
more confident you feel inside your
home, the happier you’ll be…

Our new Sac shootbolt system is specially designed to be
flexible and adaptable. It also takes pressure away from the
hinges, ensuring a longer life for your windows – and the
tight seal guarantees superb weather protection too. So you’ll
feel safe and secure in every way. 

8 Point locking system with unique corner drive design on
all windows regardless of size
Unique full depth eurogroove lock-out design to maximise
security performance
400% more shootbolt contact area with keep when
compared to traditional flat shootbolts
Modern contemporary design with options of composite or
zinc keeps
Unique anti-slip and lock detail to shootbolt head
Supaglide gear box action, tested to 100,000 cycles.
(equivalent to 30 years of heavy use)
Rigorously tested to BS7950 and beyond to achieve
Secure by Design status
Progress Plus - anti break-in guarantee for peace of mind
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“Attractive, durable and weather-
resistant windows that complement
the rest of your home.”
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Top: Casement window

Above: Mock Horn

PROGRESS
PLUS
Guarantee Scheme

1. Sac are confident that

your windows, fitted

with the Sac Shootbolt

Lock and approved

hinges will resist

forced entry.

2. Should forced entry be

achieved, Sac will

repay any insurance

excess payable under

your home contents

policy, up to a

maximum sum of

£1000.00.



Hard wearing, durable windows.
It’s all in the design.

When you buy any of our PVC-u windows,

you'll be benefiting from a range of

advanced design features which are built-

in as standard. 

Manufactured from high quality 70mm PVC-u, all of
our windows feature a special in-built 'chamfered'
system so they look slimmer than they actually are.
Fusion-welded mitre corners add strength and weather
resistance. And the 'five chamber' construction method
means rainwater always drains towards the outside of
the pane.

The result is great looking, hard wearing and easy-to-
maintain windows that really add that special
something to your home. 

Externally beaded with
secure glass clips, or
internally beaded for
extra security

Approved to BS 7412

White, light oak and
rosewood finishes
(woodgrain on white) 
or fully foiled on 
brown profile

Three  chamber 65mm
profile or five chamber
70mm profile
manufactured to BS
7413 BSA approved.

24mm or 28mm sealed
units, available in clear
and a full range of
decorative designs.

Bevelled or 
featured sash, 
frame and beads

Rolled-in low 
line gasket

Approved to BS 7412 PVCU
profile standards, RAW production
material (1406) is resistant to
impact standard DIN 7748

5 chamber 70mm profile
manufactured to BS 7413. BBA
approved

Warm-edged technology consists
of a thermally broken spacer bar
that improves the overall
performance of an insulated glass
edge unit and significantly reduces
condensation. Choice of four
colours

High performance Q-Low gasket to
give superior weather and draught
proof

Featured sash, resulting in
attractive sightlines

Conforms to BS 7479 for salt
resistance – ideal for homes near
the sea – asa well as BS 1004
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Finish Options
The range is available in
white, rosewood,
woodgrain or light oak
effect, which can be
combined with your
choice of glass design,
including Georgian square,
stained or diamond lead.

“The highest
performance windows –
we wouldn't put our
name to anything else.”



Attractive, durable and weather-
resistant windows that
complement your home and are
kind to the environment.

You don’t have to choose between elegance 
and practicality. With Duraflex, you can have
both. After all, the right window can make all 
the difference to a room, so it’s important for 
it to look the part – and be reliable and 
cost-effective, too.

Contemporary or classic, white frames or wood
grain, stained or beveled glass... it’s up to you.
And whatever you choose, you can expect
minimum up-keep and maximum efficiency. 
Style and performance – the best of both worlds. 

Express your individuality with our specially designed range of arched and round windows.
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Duraflex products are BFRC
rated and carry the Energy
Saving Recommended logo. 
For more information take a
look at the section at the back
of this brochure... 

Our glass - efficient and tough

We aim to use glass with a 
U-value of 1.73wlm2k which 
offers 30 per cent better insulation
than some conventional insulating
glass units. This results in cheaper 
fuel bills. 

Also available in patterned glass, 
it ensures double glazing is as
effective as triple glazing.

Toughened glass increases the
impact resistance by up to five
times that of annealed glass. Meets
the safety requirement BS 6206
Class A, while laminated glass
meets BS 6206 Class 8.

Argon-filled sealed units are also
available.


